Life Framer Photography Prizes 2021

Life Framer is a platform for discovering, sharing and exhibiting contemporary photography. Calls are open for monthly photography competitions in 2021, each with a different theme and deadline. There is an obligatory entry fee. Cash prizes are awarded ($2,000 each month) and exhibitions of winning entries take place in partner galleries in London, Paris and Milan.

Life Framer was founded in London in 2013 and runs monthly calls for entries, each with a different theme and judge – renowned photographers, curators, editors and gallerists – and at the end of every 12 months we exhibit the winners in gallery settings around the world.

The award is made up of 12 monthly competitions – each judged by an industry leader with a wealth of experience and expertise. You can check the forthcoming themes for 2021 [here](https://www.life-framer.com/).

A unique photography competition and a renowned platform for discovering and exhibiting contemporary photography. Gain widespread exposure, your work exhibited around the world, and win cash prizes along the way.

Entries are currently open for the following themes in 2021:

Night Life - deadline: January 31

Urban Life - deadline: February 28

Home Sweet Home - deadline: March 31

Please note: there is a minimum $20 [entry fee](https://www.life-framer.com/) (for one image), with higher fees for multiple entries.
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